When the product is first purchased, it is set in dual-security mode. To set it to manual mode, please refer to "card automatic/manual detection setting" method.

1. Touch the [Number keypad] button.

   [Number Keypad] is touched.

2. Enter the passcode.

   When all of the lights in the number keypad show up, enter the passcode and press [*] button.

   Two buttons randomly lit up, so press the two numbers in the sequence.

   When all of the lights in the number keypad show up, enter the passcode and press [*] button.

   [Number Keypad] is touched.

Passcode Registration

Passcode can be registered in 4~12 digits, and only one passcode can be registered to use.

1. Press the [Register] button.
2. Register the new passcode.

   All registration and setting up can only be operative while the door is open.

   To prevent that accidents, it is recommended to use the passcode that is 6 digits or longer (only 0~9 numbers are usable).

   Please be careful to manage the passcode so that other people will not see it. Using the same passcode for a long period of time may lead to its exposure, so regularly change the passcode for use.

   Registered passcode cannot be deleted, so register a new passcode to use.

   Check with the new passcode to see if the passcode was registered normally, and then close the door.

Card and Key Tag Registration

When card or key tag is registered, previously registered card and key tag information are all deleted, so try to register all cards and key tags at once. Total of 20 card keys and key tags can be registered (ISO 14443 Type A support)

1. Press the [Register] button.
2. Contact card and key tag.
3. End card key registration

   To register various cards and key tags continuously, register the card or key tag, and contact another card or key tag within 10 seconds. If another card or key tag is not registered within 10 seconds, the registration automatically ends.

   To check if the card or key tag is normally registered, check the card and key tag, and then close the door.

   "Samsung SNS Doorlock" supports the ISO 14443 Type A standards, and the cards, key tags, and NFC-use smartphones that completed certification from "Samsung SNS Doorlock" are able to be registered on the doorlock for use.

Opening the door from the outside (card, key tag)

When the product is first purchased, it is set in automatic detection mode. To set it to manual detection mode, please refer to "card automatic/manual detection setting" method.

Automatic Detection Mode

Touch the [number pad] button.

Card and key tag registration button.

Manually close the door when the door is opened.

Success : ↑'Beelililic' melody

Fail : Short beep~

Reference

In the case of a card or a key tag which is not recognized automatically, the door will be open after touching the number pad and placing it.

Opening and closing the door from the inside

Electrically opening the door

With the door locked, pressing the [OPEN] button on the main unit on the inside opens the door.

Mechanically opening the door

With the door locked, turn the manual switchgear to the direction.

Mechanically closing the door

With the door manually locked, pressing the [OPEN] button on the main unit on the inside locks the already closed door.

With the door closed in manual lock status, turn the manual switchgear to direction.
Auto/Manual Lock Feature
It is possible to set the automatic lock feature that automatically locks the door when it is closed,

Disabling Auto/Manual Lock Feature
With the door locked, press the [OPEN] button on the inside for 3 seconds,

Dual-Lock Action
With the dual-lock feature in setting, touching the number keypad from the outside sounds an alarm, and the door cannot be opened. But if the manual switch is changed to "off" direction, then the door can be opened.

Setting/Disabling Crime Prevention Feature
To prevent the intrusion from the outside when you are going out, this feature triggers an emergency sound when the door lock is operated from the inside.

With the crime prevention in setting, pressing [OPEN] button from the main unit on the inside triggers an emergency sound for 5 minutes.

Disabling Alarm Sound/Emergency Sound
After opening the battery cover on the main unit of the inside, press the [register] button or take out the battery. Then, contact the registered card or key tag, or enter the passcode, and then press the [*] button.

Prank Prevention Feature
When the doorlock is erroneously operated from the outside, this feature sounds an alarm as well as prevents the doorlock from working.

Try to open the door with unregistered card or key tag, or incorrectly entering the passcode for five times or more, an alarm is sounded, and the doorlock does not operate for 3 minutes.